
Assunto:Assunto:Assunto:Assunto: Re: Permission to publish a translated version of your article "The Human Right to Political Participation"

De:De:De:De: Peter, Fabienne (f.peter@warwick.ac.uk)

Para:Para:Para:Para: vitorlranjos@yahoo.com.br

Data:Data:Data:Data: Segunda-feira, 15 de Julho de 2013 7:19

Dear Vitor,

Many thanks for your message and for your interest in my
article -- and apologies for the delay in getting back to
you!

I've double-checked with JESP and they tell me it's fine
as long as you acknowledge that the essay was published
in JESP first.

Best wishes,
Fabienne

Imprimir http://br-mg5.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch#mail
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Assunto:Assunto:Assunto:Assunto: Permission to publish a translated version of your article "The Human Right to Political Participation"

De:De:De:De: Vitor Luiz Rigoti dos Anjos (vitorlranjos@yahoo.com.br)

Para:Para:Para:Para: f.peter@warwick.ac.uk

Data:Data:Data:Data: Quarta-feira, 3 de Julho de 2013 13:36

Respected
Pr of essor  Fabienne Peter,

My name is Vitor Luiz, a brazilian teacher of Philo sophy
recently graduated by an university college named " Faculdade
Padre João Bagozzi".

I write this message in order to request your permi ssion to
publish in the brazilian journal of Philosophy named
" Problemata - Revista Internacional de Filosofia"
(see ht t p: / / www. r evi s t aexagium.u f op. br  and its last numbers)
the translated version in Portuguese of your article "The
Human Right to Political Participation", published in the 
Journal of Ethics and Social Philosophy (JESP) on the edition
of February 2013.

The translation was made by me and the revision by a friend
of mine who is fluent in English and an expert in
translations, in order to ensure the rigid accordan ce with
the original text. That friend is also a scholar li ke me,
and the result of this collaboration will be useful  to both
of us in our scholar life.

I will give full credit to you and to the JESP's editors i n
the publicat i on by a foo t note of the  trans l ated versio n, an d
when the journal publishes the translated version o f that
paper, then I will tell you about this and show you  the web
version of the journal in order to make you see the  final
result.

Thanks for your attention! I am at your disposal to  give you
further information or to solve some doubts.

Best regards,
Vitor Luiz Rigoti dos Anjos
http://www.vitorluiz.6te.net




